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A world where everyone has a decent place to live.
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Seeking to put God’s love into action, Houston Habitat for Humanity brings people together to build homes, communities, and hope.
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As we look back at 2018, we are filled with pride. Pride in our city and its resiliency. Pride in our homeowners, who took the first steps toward a better future. Pride in our volunteers and donors, who generously gave to help provide for others. And pride in our staff, who worked tirelessly to face the challenges remaining after Hurricane Harvey.

Houston Habitat for Humanity was busier than ever in 2018. For the first time ever, we repaired 202 houses damaged by flooding. The number of homeowners needing a helping hand was immense, but whenever we felt exhausted, we thought about the families who would move back into these houses. These families often came to us displaced and discouraged. We offered a hand up, so they could move home once again. We could not have gotten these families back home so quickly without the support of our donors, who were quick to answer the call to provide funds, appliances, services, and more.

While the immediate need for home repair took much of our time and attention, we also continued to build new, affordable homes. In 2018, we completed 18 Houston Habitat homes, available with an affordable mortgage to families in need of a decent place to live. What we learned in 2018 was Hurricane Harvey made homeownership seem even less attainable for too many families. At Houston Habitat, we remained steadfast in our commitment to provide opportunities for affordable home ownership. More than ever, Houstonians needed strength, stability, and self-reliance, and we continued to partner with them to build that through shelter. Hundreds of volunteers helped us throughout the year, and they were just as crucial to building Houston Habitat homes as a hammer and a nail.

Additional achievements in 2018 included opening a 2nd ReStore location, bringing innovation into our homes through the Reliant Energy sponsorship of Google Nest Smart Home products, and taking Houston Habitat international with our first-ever Global Village trip to Guatemala.

We could not have accomplished so much in 2018 without the incredible support of our donors. It was truly a year like no other, with an outpouring of generosity unmatched in our affiliate’s 31-year history. For that, we say Thank You.

Yours in Partnership,

Allison Hay
Executive Director
Houston Habitat for Humanity

Sherman Lewis
Chair, Board of Directors
Houston Habitat for Humanity
HOUSTON HABITAT 2018
BY THE NUMBERS

18
new homes built

50
Houston Habitat homeowners paid off their mortgages

100%
of homes repaired were inspected for mold; 1/3 required mold remediation.

5,586
paint brushes in our ReStores

1,089
miles to build a new house in Guatemala

3,477
3,477 VOLUNTEERS

18,899
HOURS;
THAT’S EQUIVALENT TO
$425,216 IN VALUE

202
households received flood recovery service

100%
of built homes were ENERGY STAR CERTIFIED
Even as we approached the one-year anniversary of Hurricane Harvey, many Houstonians were still dealing with the aftermath of flooded homes. Houston Habitat for Humanity continued our work to help these families repair their houses and make them livable once again. Whether the need was mold remediation, drywall, flooring, appliances, or all of the above and more, our donors gave generously and our repair team worked tirelessly throughout the year. We are proud to say that with our help more than 200 families moved back into homes that were safe, sanitary, and secure in 2018. Ms. Eugenia, a senior citizen, was among them.

“Every day I prayed and I asked God to send me somebody to help me fix my house,” she said. Thanks to our generous donors, Houston Habitat for Humanity was able to help.

Our repair team got to work, spending several weeks providing mold remediation, replacing damaged wood and drywall, installing new plumbing and electrical, and finishing the job with new cabinets, flooring, appliances, and paint.

Ms. Eugenia was so happy with our work that she encouraged all her friends and neighbors, including her sister, to entrust Houston Habitat with their repairs. Ms. Eugenia’s sister Ms. Gloria lives down the street from her and is disabled. Houston Habitat provided extensive repairs to Ms. Gloria’s home, including modifications to make her home more wheelchair accessible, like ramps, pull bars, door handles, and lower kitchen cabinets.

This work could not have done without donations from kind individuals, corporations and organizations. So many people opened their hearts to help those stranded by the storm and it did not go unnoticed. After nearly a year displaced, Ms. Gloria and Ms. Eugenia were ecstatic to return home.

“If not for Habitat,” Ms. Gloria said, “I never could have gotten back in my house.”
BUILDING A FUTURE

Though the city was still reeling from the effects of Hurricane Harvey, at Houston Habitat for Humanity we renewed our focus on building new, affordable homes. Homeownership has a number of benefits. It helps homeowners build wealth and children do better in school. Having a dependable roof over their heads can help their health, too. In short, having a safe place to call home can be life-changing.

In 2018, we built 18 Habitat homes to provide a brighter future for families. These three and four bedroom homes were built with longevity in mind. “With every house, every product we choose, it lasts,” says Houston Habitat Construction Director John Zaborowski. “We really emphasized that in 2018, after seeing so much home damage with Harvey.”

The exterior of each home was primarily hearty brick and any siding we used has a 30-year warranty. Fortified building practices on the roof help prevent water leaks if shingles are blown off due to high winds. As we have achieved for many years, all 2018 Houston Habitat homes were 5-Star Energy certified. The insulation used in the roof and the walls helps control temperature, and a 16-SEER air-conditioning unit, keeps up with the Houston heat and keeps energy bills low.

Inside each home, vinyl flooring with a wood-grain look was both beautiful and durable. Houston Habitat homes were equipped with a range and refrigerator, too. Finally, we added a 10’ x 10’ concrete patio in the backyard and trees and native plants in the front.

Our sponsors made these houses possible through donations or gifts in kind. We are thrilled to be able to partner with those who need a hand up and are grateful to our donors for their investment in bright futures.
Phillips 66 has been a loyal supporter of Houston Habitat for Humanity for years. Whatever the need, we know we can count on them to find creative ways to engage their team in support of our mission.

In 2018, the Phillips 66 team completed their 5th house build with us. Volunteers from across the company worked together to measure, saw, hammer, raise the walls, and then celebrate providing an affordable home for a Houstonian. Their generosity didn’t stop there. When we told the team at Phillips 66 about all the repair needs across the city of Houston, they wanted to help with that, too. So they reached deep to find additional funds to support our massive Hurricane Harvey repair program.

Pam McGinnis, Phillips 66 President of Global Marketing is one of Houston Habitat’s greatest advocates. She’s a longtime member of our Board of Directors and in 2018 assumed the role of Vice Chair. “I see first-hand the work Houston Habitat does and the effect it has on people who need a helping hand,” says Pam. “I am honored to serve on the organization’s Board of Directors and to be an advocate for affordable housing and the impactful work Houston Habitat for Humanity is doing.”

Perhaps no one has been more impacted by Phillips 66 support of Houston Habitat than homeowner Nicole and her two children. Nicole moved into her new Houston Habitat home shortly before Christmas; a home built by the Phillips 66 team. They wanted to create an extra-special housewarming for Nicole and her family, so they decorated her home for the holidays, complete with a Christmas tree and gifts for her kids. For Nicole and her family, Phillips 66 built more than a home. They built memories.
When it comes to partnership, Reliant, an NRG company knows how to make a major impact. As our Power it Forward 2018-2019 Build Season sponsor, Reliant sponsored a Houston Habitat house for a future homeowner. Over several chilly days in November, their volunteers got to work building a three-bedroom home.

But they didn’t stop there. Reliant also committed to support a community garden in the Settegast neighborhood in northeast Houston by making a donation to Houston Habitat for every household that signed up for the Reliant Texans Electricity Plan. And they outfitted new Houston Habitat homes with a suite of Google Nest Smart Home products.

And since providing electricity is what Reliant does best, they generously donated that too. In fact, they provided bill credits to cover one year of electricity for new Houston Habitat homeowners, Houston Habitat’s offices, and both Houston Habitat ReStore locations.

We are grateful to the Reliant team for all their support in 2018 and for making a powerful impact on Houstonians’ lives.
“It takes a village.” It’s a statement we hear a lot, but rarely do we have a better opportunity to see these words in action than on a Houston Habitat Global Village trip.

In 2018 Houston Habitat led a volunteer team to Guatemala to lend a helping hand to those in need of safe, affordable shelter in that country. The group spent eight days in the village of Guastatoya, where they helped build a home for the Piñol family of seven. “Building there was extremely different [than building in Houston],” says Angela Cox, Houston Habitat’s Strategic Projects Director, who helped lead the trip. “In Guatemala there was much more manual labor. The only tools were shovels, picks, and pliers.”

While the work was tough, it was rewarding to know what a tremendous impact she and the other volunteers were making. And the people of Guatemala made an impact on Angela as well. “What struck me most was how friendly everyone was. Full of life,” she says. The trip wasn’t all work and no play. In addition to building a home, the group spent time sightseeing and immersing themselves in the Guatemalan culture. They also enjoyed the local cuisine. Houston Habitat for Humanity plans Global Village opportunities annually.

Check www.houstonhabitat.org for information on future trips.
Providing home repairs on the scale required by Hurricane Harvey was not easy. To meet the overwhelming need, we had to work effectively and efficiently. We expanded our expert staff and network of skilled tradesmen, but still needed additional tools to get the job done. Some critical donations helped ensure recovery for the low-income homeowners Houston Habitat is committed to serving.

Faced with working simultaneously at multiple sites, challenges abounded: we had too few vehicles to deploy staff, and vehicles that were useful in building new homes were too large to deliver materials to houses on very narrow streets. In addition, there was inadequate space to store the quantities of materials we needed, and processing the volume of applications from homeowners was daunting.

Fortunately, caring donors from near and far stepped forward to address our needs. Texan Don Henley, lead singer of the Eagles, donated the proceeds from his Hurricane Harvey benefit concert to Houston Habitat to underwrite the purchase of a fleet of vans, which allowed our home repair teams to work throughout the greater Houston area. Our neighbors at Kyrish Truck Centers provided an all-electric, light-duty, emission-free, utility vehicle designed to navigate narrow streets. Habitat for Humanity International secured donations to fund the rental of warehouse space. And the Greater Houston Community Foundation provided an online application portal, Harvey Home Connect, which significantly streamlined the application process for homeowners in need.

These generous and timely donations empowered Houston Habitat to operate our home repair program at peak efficiency, and enabled 202 homeowners to move back home in 2018. Houston Habitat and the homeowners we serve are sincerely grateful for their support.
Our volunteers are the backbone of the work we do building houses. Some volunteer as part of their company’s sponsorship, some participate in a special event like Women Build, and some sign up individually in support of our mission. No matter how they come to Houston Habitat, we appreciate the volunteer support!

In 2018, volunteers contributed an incredible 18,899 hours of work to Houston Habitat. That translates to more than $425,000 in value – savings that we can use to help even more families who need a decent, affordable home.

In June of 2018 we hosted a Volunteer Appreciation Event at Pitch 25, sponsored by Vaco. It was there that we thanked our volunteers for all their hard work and dedication to Houston Habitat and our mission. We enjoy hosting this annual celebration, but our hope is that our volunteers feel appreciated and fulfilled year-round.

We know our volunteers work HARD on the build site. All the hammering, lifting, climbing and other construction tasks can be challenging. “Our volunteers are out there working sometimes several Saturdays in a row. The Houston sun can beat down, but they’re still working. They are so committed to getting the home built,” says Houston Habitat Senior Volunteer Manager Stephen Sye.

Volunteering with Houston Habitat is unique – there aren’t many other organizations that involve volunteers in such a hands-on role, helping provide one of the most basic of needs: shelter.

Volunteering with Houston Habitat is also rewarding.

Longtime Houston Habitat volunteer Jeremy Zimmerman sums up why he volunteers this way:

“I volunteer with Habitat to help families and communities succeed and to leave a lasting legacy. Something permanent. Not everyone will know that I helped build this house. I will. And that’s what’s important.”
ReSTORE

Houston Habitat for Humanity ReStores offer a truly unique shopping opportunity. If you are a contractor needing tile at a value price, Houston Habitat ReStore has it. If you are a weekend shopper looking for a great deal on home décor, Houston Habitat ReStore has that too. If you are furnishing a new home on a budget, Houston Habitat ReStore has options of both new and used furniture at low prices. If you are a treasure hunter, searching for the perfect antique door for your recently remodeled home, Houston Habitat ReStore is the place you can find it. No matter what you buy, every purchase you make at our Houston Habitat ReStore helps us build homes, communities, and hope.

The Houston Habitat ReStores are non-profit home improvement stores and donation centers that sell new and gently used furniture, home accessories, building materials, appliances, flooring, cabinetry and more at a fraction of the retail price. We are fortunate to collect items from donors large and small. We never know exactly what we will have available for sale, and that’s part of the fun! Shoppers can visit often and find new things on every trip.

With the success of our original Houston Habitat ReStore location on the South Loop East, in 2018 we opened a second location on West 34th. We officially opened the doors in June 2018 and are pleased to report that this second location is performing above expectations. The additional revenue brought in from this store helps Houston Habitat do even more to help Houston families obtain affordable housing.

The next time you have an item to donate or an item you need, visit one of our Houston Habitat ReStores.

Learn more at www.houstonhabitat.org/restore.
We never know exactly what we will have available for sale, and that’s part of the fun! Shoppers can visit often and find new things on every trip.
At Houston Habitat’s annual Building a Dream luncheon we celebrate our accomplishments and the contributions of our community partners.

On October 23, 2018, more than 250 guests filled the ballroom at the Westin Galleria as we honored some of our organization’s greatest champions. Among those recognized was Aramco Services Company, who we presented with our one-time Hurricane Harvey Hero Award. They provided the resources we needed to assist the homeowners of all 176 flooded Houston Habitat homes in the Greensbrook and Harrel Park communities. We were overwhelmed by their generosity because we knew what a difference it would make for those Houston Habitat homeowners.

The 2018 Luncheon Keynote speaker was Houston entrepreneur Jim “Mattress Mack” McIngvale, who told his emotional story of rescuing and transporting people to his Gallery Furniture stores during Hurricane Harvey. He is a local hero for this and many other notable moments, and his tale of rescue was one far too many could relate to.

We remain grateful to Chevron, our 2018 Building a Dream luncheon presenting sponsor and a loyal Houston Habitat partner for more than 20 years. Additional luncheon sponsors included H-E-B and KPRC-TV. In total, the Building a Dream luncheon raised more than $100,000 in unrestricted funds to support the work we do to build homes, communities and hope.
Mark your calendar for the 2019 Building a Dream luncheon on October 22.
For information or to purchase tickets, visit www.houstonhabitat.org.
In 2018, KPRC-TV built its 5th Houston Habitat house. Reporters, anchors, writers, producers and other KPRC-TV staff and sponsors all came together to build a home, and their hard work culminated with a home dedication ceremony with Houston Habitat homeowner Linda. KPRC-TV also helped raise awareness of our work and the need for affordable housing in Houston. By reporting on their Houston Habitat partnership and airing the special “Making of a Habitat Home,” thousands of viewers learned about our mission and homeownership program, and learned how they can get involved.

To celebrate our partnership, we honored KPRC-TV’s General Manager Jerry Martin at our 2018 Building a Dream luncheon. There we presented him with the Carl Umland Award, an honor given to an individual who demonstrates the same compassion, tenacity, and dedication as Houston Habitat’s founder.

We thank KPRC-TV and Jerry Martin for their continued commitment to Houston Habitat for Humanity and for telling our story.
We are thrilled to announce the next Houston Habitat for Humanity development, Robins Landing. It is designed to bring together the best resources of the non-profit and private homebuilding sectors to address the pressing need for affordable housing in Houston following the devastation of Hurricane Harvey. With Robins Landing, a master planned community, we will provide mixed income housing for individuals and families in all stages of life, along with other key elements required for a healthy community.

Robins Landing will be our biggest undertaking to-date. In addition to building single-family houses, we will also help provide much-needed community resources, like a community hub, health clinic, senior housing, and banking. There will be plenty of green space too, with trails and areas for recreation.

Currently undeveloped land, the future Robins Landing will sit on 127 acres in Northeast Houston. Houston Habitat will work alongside other builders to create a diverse neighborhood of approximately 1,000 units of affordable single and multi-family housing. We will break ground in 2020.

Stay up-to-date about Robins Landing developments at www.houstonhabitat.org

“We hope Robins Landing will become a catalyst to attract further investment in surrounding neighborhoods and will serve as a model for the rest of the nation,” says Joel Deretchin, Chair, Robins Landing Project Committee.
Revenue for the year ended December 31, 2018

We are honored to share our 2018 Annual Report with you and are grateful for your support. Because of donors like you, we can continue to provide safe, affordable housing for Houstonians. In the years to come, we will continue to work toward our vision of a world where everyone has a decent place to live. We hope you will share the journey with us.
Expenses for the year ended December 31, 2018

- 86¢ of each dollar Houston Habitat receives goes directly into our programs.
- Each year more than $700,000 in property taxes is paid by Houston Habitat homeowners.
### Developer
$100,000+
- Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Incorporated
- Chevron
- Phillips 66 Company
- Reliant, an NRG company

### Builder
$70,000-$99,999
- Apache Corporation
- ConocoPhillips Company
- Houston Bar Association
- Houston's First Baptist Church
- Isla Carroll Turner Friendship Trust
- The Kinkaid School
- KPRC-TV2
- Occidental Petroleum Corporation
- Wells Fargo & Company

### Contractor
$35,000-$69,999
- Brentwood Baptist Church
- Constellation, an Exelon Company
- Emerson
- Grace Presbyterian Church
- M. D. Anderson Foundation
- The Edward and Helen Oppenheimer Foundation
- Riverbend Oil & Gas LLC

### Carpenter
$15,000 - $34,999
- American International Group
- Bloomberg L.P.
- Boardwalk Pipeline Partners, LP
- Briggs Equipment
- Flotek Industries, Inc.
- Frost National Bank
- George and Mary Josephine Hamman Foundation
- The Glassell Family Foundation, Inc.
- JPMorgan Chase & Co.
- Randalls
- Schneider Electric
- SM Energy Company
- John and Robin Spurlino
- The Travelers Indemnity Company
- United Talent Agency, LLC

### Framer
$5,000 - $14,999
- Adelson, Testan, Brundo, Novell & Jimenez
- Altia Group Distribution Company
- David and Sherri Anderson
- Ascend Performance Materials, LLC
- The Bank of New York Mellon Corporation
- C&J Energy Services, Inc.
- Peter and Elizabeth Carragher
- Khem Chambers

### Community Bank of Texas, N.A.
- Credit Suisse Group AG
- The Dow Chemical Company
- Ecolab USA Inc.
- Elphingstone Family
- The Family of George Oliver Meador
- Farmers Insurance Exchange
- FTS International Services, LLC
- Douglas F. and Geni R. Garrison
- GCST Events, Inc.
- James Gilligan
- Hancock Whitney Bank
- H-E-B Grocery Company LP
- Carol and William Holloway
- Houston Methodist Hospital
- Melissa and Ryan Hunzeker
- Bethany Dallege Jacobsen
- and Jeffrey Jacobsen
- Kim King
- Koch Supply and Trading LP
- Leela and Natesan Krishnamurthy
- Jean Chin-Wing Little
- Marshalls
- Jim McComas
- Angela and Richard Miller
- Mizuho Bank, LTD
- Motiva Enterprises LLC
- Travis and Shari Myers
- Tom and Patti Owens
- Partner Engineering & Science, Inc.
- Robins Egg Nest

### Apprentice
$2,500 - $4,999
- Anonymous (3)
- Asset Consulting Group, LLC
- Rebecca M. Babcock
- BBVA Compass
- Ann Benge
- Constellation HomeBuilder Systems
- David A. Corbett
- Angela Birch Cox
- David F. and Margaret T. Grohne Family Foundation
- Amy Catherine Dinn
- Michele Duttlinger
- Encore Capital Group, Inc.
- Connie Kay Finck
- Floor Covering News
- David Fox
Stephen L. Goldberg and
Timothy E. Kollatschny
Allison Hay
Inasmuch Foundation
Kingsley Koch
Pamela J. McGinnis and
Carissa Baldwin-McGinnis
Chad Millis
Joseph and Margaret Mills, Sr.
North Shore Steel
Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP
Josh Peterson
Jonathan Polley
Megan and Jarrod Raines
Andrew and Debbie Roff
Gail Boyd Rogers
Shashank V. and Medha K. Karve
Shell Oil Company Foundation
Lucretia T. Sias
Southwest Galvanizing, Inc.
Richard N. and Lillian A. Tennille
James Varley
Marcella and Dan Watkins
Fred T. and Stephanie Layn Wilson
Cyvia G. Wolff
Stewart S. and Suzanne Kim Worrell
Jeremy J. Zimmerman

**Neighbor**

$1,000 – $2,499
Joel R. Alnes
Anonymous (6)
Baker Botts, L.L.P.
Judith Bass
Ben Key Construction
Arno Bommer
Carlos Borjas
Wendy Catherine Carmichael
Deborah Cate
Dianna C. Cervantes
Charming Charlie, LLC
Chubb Limited
Matthew P. Churinske
Jon and Anne Clayton
Benjamin Norman Cuadra
David Cunningham
Michael Curl
Kevin Thomas Dahlstrand
Doug and Cindy Davey
Glenn E. and Carolee De Witt
Joel Deretchin
Saee Deshpande
Dilmeier Enterprises, Inc.
Marjorie T. Dorrington
Michael Dougherty
Doyd Foundation Charitable Trust
Dromgoole’s Fine Writing
Instruments
Danny Droubi
Richard D’Souza
DuraPro Construction
Michael R. Fitzgibbons
Betsy Flaherty
Fluor Corporation
Julie Freelin
Michael Garner
Giveback Homes
Grainger, Inc.
Habitat for Humanity International
Diane and Bill Hall
Michael Hawes
Renee and John Hawkins
Leslie C. Hector
Robert Joseph Hughes
Roberto and Barbara Iglesias
Indiana Gaming Company, LLC
Mr. and Mrs. Don Jacobsen
James E. Taylor High School
Houston Habitat for Humanity
Campus Chapter
Frederick T. Johnson
Marguerite Dee Jurilla
Kathleen Kas
Kean Miller, LLP
Myles Lambert
William Le Sage
Phillip A. and Bette J. Leonard
Victor Li
Han Wai Lim
Locust Grove High School
Lorance Thompson, P.C.
Manhard Consulting, LTD.
Marathon Oil Company Employee
Political Action Committee
Marquis at Westchase
Martha Turner Sotheby’s
International Realty, Inc.
Aaron Mathews
William McCoy
McKim Charitable Fund
Don & Colletta McMillian
Foundation
Karla A. Medina
Katharine Moeks
The Meneilly Family Fund
Sean Merz
Todd Miller
Tiffany Nguyen Misleh
Manish Misra
Stefanie Moll
Rosalie Moriz
Judy Moses
Thomas Mueller
Sharon Abu Muhor
Kelly Musarra
NationalSpec PLLC
Russell Neuwirth
Jodi Nolen
Pejaver Family Foundation
Gail Perlberg
Mary B. Pinkelman
Raymond James Charitable
Endowment Fund
Donald W. and Velma G. Rice
Suzanne H. Riggenbach
David Rose
Robert N. and Michele Ryan
John C. Saukaitis
Michael Schlichtmann
Chris Sezonov
Shell Oil Company
Richard L. Sitton
Franklin R. Snipes, IV
Standard Industrial Structures
Corporation
Michael V. Steeves
Beth B. Stump
Mark and Nancy Sullivan
Martha and Dave Swift
James L. Terrill
Paul B. and Frances Lenora Terry, Jr.
The Boeing Company
Todd Theroux
Ven Chen Ting
Todd Torczon & Maureen Johnson Charitable Fund
Hank and Donna Tomlinson
Total Petrochemicals & Refining USA, Inc.
Russel Turner
Unique Insulation
Deepika Verma and Swapnil Agarwal
Thomas Visentin
Randy and Connie Weiss
Lowell White
Wolters Kluwer ELM Solutions, Inc.
Woodforest National Bank
Richard M. and Linda Zoll

Gift In Kind Donors to the ReStores
Andersen Corporation
Reliant, an NRG Company
Nissan of Lake Charles
Samsung Electronics North America
Bobby Horton
Harris County Houston Sports Authority
McCoy’s Building Supply
Minute Maid Business Unit of Coca-Cola North America
Ice Blue Advertising

Gift in Kind Donors
Wayfair
Home Depot Interline Brands
HD Supply
Lowes
D&J Sales
M&M Lighting
Power Home Remodeling
Doorscapes
Window World
Wal-Mart
Floor & Décor
Flexsteel
Circa Lighting
ACS Flooring Group
Texas American Tile
Aspen Flooring
Southern Tile
Blindster.com
Designer Floor of Houston
Express global Systems, LLC
C3 Presents
Direct Resources
Dealers Electrical Supply
Environment LTD
Lighting Unlimited
Cabinet Expressions
Oldcastle
CCT Global Sourcing
Ace Hardware
First Watch Café
Esmer Tile
Coaster Furniture
KPFC
RAB Lighting

$1,000,000+
Local Initiatives Support Corporation, Harvey Home Collaborative

$100,000 - $999,999
American Red Cross
Hurricane Harvey Relief Fund of the North Texas Community Foundation
SRS Raise the Roof Foundation
United Way of Greater Houston

$10,000 - $99,999
Anonymous
Bracewell LLP
Greeley Area Habitat for Humanity
Habitat for Humanity East Bay/Silicon Valley
Habitat for Humanity New York City
Hancock Whitney Bank
Houck Family Foundation
Sermonjoy Fund
The Slomo and Cindy Silvian Foundation, Inc.
Warren Charitable Foundation

$2,500 – $9,999
Deere & Company
Early Childhood Methodist Conference
Mr. and Mrs. William Golden
Hollywood Casino at Kansas Speedway
John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
Will and Lizzie Labadie
Rivinus Family Foundation
William T. Snypes
Kathleen Tyrrell

$1,000 - $2,499
Jane T. Degeorge
Jenny Eapen
Christopher Gaut
Hosokawa Micron Powder Systems
Marilyn Lindstrom
Robert Todd Martin
Teresa J. McCanlies
Cathy and Kevin Sean McFadden
Grant Newell